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The aim of the present study is to evaluatee effect of cyberspace on cultural
geography developments in Gilan province education department employee and
provide appropriate strategy as a possibility of optimal utilization of the promotion of
cyberspace for science development. This study is attempting to answer the following
question that what are the impacts of cyberspace development on cyberspace on
cultural geography development of education in Gilan province? The gained results in
this research show that all respondents are with very strong religious beliefs and
believe that are well acquainted with cyberspace and it have a significant effect on
social behavior and science development. Most respondents claim that the effect of
cyberspace on religious beliefs in Gilan education department employee is medium to
high, and convince that staying connected with social networking services is, in fact,
helpful. They state that major negative impacts of of the development of cyberspace
and IT (Information Technology) is false illusions (disbelief) and has a moderate
impact on the development of the Islamic identity among education department
employee. The findings of this study indicate that the cyberspace has a significant
role on cultural geography development in Gilan province education and as well as,
there is a great relationship between cyberspace development and the components of
cultural geography in Gilan province education department. In total, the development
of cyberspace is essential for all government offices and if used correctly, these
information tools and the media can play very useful role in advancing science. Since,
cyberspace and its existing risks are the first for the public and there is no limit for it,
therefore it is very necessary to pay attention to this issue and raise awareness of
family and educational institutions regarding the effects of this space, and those who
are responsible should have an important role in this regard.
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